The multiple feedback loop hypothesis of chronic diseases.
The body uses multiple feedback loops to regulate the storage and retrieval of critical substances to maintain homeostasis. In the presence of a deficiency of some required constituents, this system will extract the required constituent from tissue storage. If this deficiency persists, after an extended period of time, the extraction depletes the stores of a constituent in the cells rendering the various cellular pumps ineffective in further extraction. When this happens, the endocrine system releases hormones instructing the immune system to assist in the extraction process. This results in inflammation and cumulative cellular damage. When there is a large quantity of tissue available the individual cellular damage will be less severe, but the total cumulative effect can still be significant to the point of being incapacitating. This cumulative cellular damage is the chronic disease like arthritis. Because of limited quantities of a tissue type, like myelin, the cumulative cellular damage can progress to such an extent that the immune system can no longer recognize the individual cells, which initiates an immune system response.